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Conceptual seabasing currently faces several challenges, all of them rooting deep into 

affordability. Let’s point it out this way, with an example: almost all nations make daily use of 

satellites, just few of them are able to develop those devices and put them into proper orbit, 

and only one had a space-shuttle capability. But up there, 170 to 280 miles over our head and 

moving at 17 thousand mph, we still have a huge symbol of collective effort: the International 

Space Station. We can see Sea Basing as an issue very close to exploiting space: we really 

need it, we can’t help to use it, but costs are quite a challenge. 

It is no secret that future security environment will become increasingly complicated through 

international political relationships, increased acts of terrorism, the expanded influence of 

non-state actors, and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Potential 

enemies are more likely to attack with increasingly lethal weapons, including WMD, either 

developed by indigenous industries or purchased abroad.  Many nations may find it 

politically untenable to host bases or allow access through their territory.  NATO forces 

should be able to react promptly to theater needs from a posture that minimizes footprint, 

partly due to increasingly low regional tolerance for long-term foreign military presence no 

matter how well intentioned, and partly because of the regions’ dynamic nature requiring 

maximum flexibility.  Furthermore, changes to global basing will emphasize forward 

presence and engagement as well as the ability to surge quickly to trouble spots.  This 

requires forces that are more agile and expeditionary. 

However, during periods of crisis, NATO will need the capability to contain the crisis by 

deterring potential adversaries or seizing the initiative to swiftly defeat enemy actions.  Given 

the likely operational environment, the JFC must be able to project power when forward 

basing may not be available.  Even where FOBs are otherwise available, their use may be 
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politically undesirable or operationally restricted for military use, and the JFC may desire to 

reduce the footprint and visibility of the joint force.  In addition, NATO presence at FOBs 

may be a source of friction in some coalition situations and present security challenges that 

threaten operational objectives.  Lastly, where potential air, sea, and land entry points are 

available, their predictability allows the enemy to focus his anti-access capabilities against 

our forces.  As a result, Seabasing will be a critical capability for joint forces in 2015-2025 

that increases options while decreasing liabilities both politically and militarily.   

That’s why seabasing is not about independence from allies, as it was in its earlier conceptual 

development, but about uniting allies in an innovative approach to emerging littoral 

geostrategy. At its conceptual core, it purports to move traditional land-based functions to 

sea, from billeting and logistics to the employment of force.  Let’s focus, for a while, on the 

latest example: the recently concluded NATO-led operation for Libya. Since the beginning of 

Operation Unified Protector some 26’500 sorties, including 9’700 strike sorties have been 

conducted1. NATO has damaged or destroyed more than 5’900 legitimate military targets. 

This indicates that: 

 Damage or destruction of legitimate military targets has been achieved only once for 

every 4.5 sorties flown; 

 Only 60% of the strike sorties flown have resulted in the successful release of weapons 

against targets; 

 Two thirds of missions flown have been non-strike sorties. 

The 16’800 non-strike sorties were principally air to air tanking and logistic support sorties, 

indicating the huge reliance placed on these resources in order to enable land-based fighter 

attack missions. Studies show that the Land-Based Air Support of No Fly Zone operations 

over Libya is approximately 5 to 6 times more expensive than the equivalent Sea Based Air 

Support would have been for the same weapons effect2. For offshore operations where Land-

Based Air is positioned more than 600 miles from the target area, the differential in cost will 

logically increase exponentially. In this financially constrained climate we should recognize 

this fact. 

Two distinct trends are emerging in the current geopolitical arena: a troubling but important 

world littoral region involving countries with burgeoning coastal populations, and an 

emerging “Social Networking” model of maritime alliances that is not only popular 

internationally but apparently very necessary due to an increasing inability on any single 

nation to police such regions alone.  As alliances vary from region to region based on unique 

local circumstances, a sea base in the international arena cannot be solely a single nation 

enterprise, and it need not even be about complete independence from the land.  Rather, it 

can be an amalgamation of various nations’ capabilities tailored to local problems that can be 

addressed at sea when they cannot be addressed on land.   Seabasing offers a “base” which 

other countries may join voluntarily without territorial or sovereignty concerns, bridging the 

gap between bases ashore as necessary.  This strategy both protects the maritime commons 

                                                           
1
 http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natolive/news_80133.htmf and 

http://www.nato.int/nato_static/assets/pdf/pdf_2011_10/20111005_111005-factsheet_protection_civilians.pdf 
2
 http://www.sharkeysworld.com/2011_06_01_archive.html 
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and uses that commons to influence events ashore, providing a means to address a variety of 

international missions. 

In the arc of instability, for example, seabasing makes great sense.  Yemen 

and Somalia, for example, increasingly warrant close scrutiny, both as a 

combined threat to the maritime commons and as sources of terrorist 

aggression against the homeland.  Addressing the problems in such 

countries could begin with an alliance of the commons approach that works 

to prevent piracy, water-borne terrorism, and smuggling.  A sea base off 

the coast could build on operational successes by providing humanitarian 

supplies and development assistance.  Special forces and small amphibious 

units would be available as necessary for surgical raids3, and aircraft and 

missiles could be used for surgical strikes.  Partnership navies could plug 

into the seabase and add capability incrementally.  Presence ashore could 

remain small, reducing visibility and preventing widespread animosity.  

And amphibious resources could still be reassembled to provide the 

maximum assault capability for the rare instance in which greater force is 

needed. Such a seabasing construct does not preclude land basing, which 

can proceed apace via informal partnerships in countless littoral locations.  

Forward basing continues to be important and relevant, but it is evolving 

in a less-stringent manner; in short, sea bases are not taking the place of 

land bases but are instead bridging the gap between them4. 

If maritime partnerships of the future will be largely voluntary, then seabasing platforms 

must offer something to foreign participants. Beyond doctrine, however, there are significant 

differences in member nations’ capabilities, making interoperability all the more crucial. If 

we are going to make massive investments into Sea Basing, then it is vital that we get 

interoperability built in at the onset. Interoperability is crucial for coalition cooperation and 

ships must be interoperable with the seabase itself. 

If interoperability is a difficult proposition in a formal Western alliance more than a half-

century old, it will be an order of magnitude more difficult in a loosely structured, informal 

alliance.  Unfortunately, most of us tend to view interoperability discussions through the very 

narrow lens of digital networks and partners’ abilities to connect to such networks.  Many 

smaller nations have limited technical capability and are easily intimidated by some NATO 

Navy’s size and obsession with technology.  Incorporating such nations into effective 

coalitions will therefore require the development of processes and procedures that are less 

technologically intensive, not more.  Without plug-and-play capabilities at all levels, material 

and non-material, effective seabasing will never get underway. 

And all that brings up the cost issue. Setting up, implementing and operationalizing effective 

seabasing sounds really, really expensive. Whether it’s about prepositioning forces, or highly 

specialized connectors, or even amphibious lift, costs are in the range of billions of euros, not 

to mention investments needed to develop those new technologies required to provide 

appropriate resilience and effectiveness to the seabase. Current and near future economic 

conditions hardly allow for such expensive acquisition programs, no matter how involved a 

                                                           
3
 To include Personnel Recovery Operations. 

4
 Cdr. Gregory J. Parker (USN), “Seabasing since the Cold War”, 21st century defence initiative policy paper, June 30, 2010. 
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country is in the international security arena. It’s simply not affordable. Single nation 

seabasing is somewhat like a closed economy: it cannot last for long as such and sooner or 

later the need for openness will become unbearable. And getting allies onboard at later stages 

could even be not feasible. 

Seabasing is a very powerful concept, provided we understand it can be effective in a 

multinational framework only, due to both foreign policy requirements and its inherent high 

cost. Yet, cost is as an issue as capabilities are a solution because we may lack of money, and 

indeed we do, but we are pretty rich of knowledge, skill, ideas, connections, etc. In other 

words, every NATO nation has its own individual, notable potential for specific capability 

development. And we already paid for it. It’s the product of past education, experience, 

studies and investments. Seeking just money to develop a collective seabasing framework 

could prove being frustrating and even unsuccessful. The point is that we should leverage 

NATO nations’ own specific niches of excellence, along with proper networking, to build up a 

sort of modular implementation of seabasing rooted on expertise and capabilities (both 

current and future) we can afford because, for example, we already need it and already 

planned its acquisition. The fulcrum is, obviously, as stated before, effective interoperability. 

This approach may take NATO along a path where we share capabilities rather than cost. And 

what are implications of such an approach? Usually, when sharing cost, whatever criterion 

you apply, the burden is always on the weakest link of the organizational chain: the budget. 

Money is a precious resource because of its versatility: it’s a kind of all-purpose tool. You can 

do almost everything with money, provided you’ve got enough. And that’s the point: 

committing funds could be a waste of precious resources if you can get the same results by 

committing capabilities. For example, a country might rather see better to develop, let’s say, a 

new Flo-Flo vessel than a new high speed connector or a Joint C2 software. And so on… 

Such an approach is obviously complex and challenging on an organizational perspective. 

Setting up a multinational project on this ground might appear even fearsome, yet, with 

proper mindset, NATO could be as successful along this path as it has been so far in 

effectively contributing to international security. 

The proposal is: let’s try to consider leveraging national and allied expertise to build up the 

framework for collective development of a modular Joint seabasing. To put it simple, NATO 

should first lay down the general architecture of its desired implementation of the seabasing 

concept in terms of required capabilities and then start an organizational analysis process 

aimed at figuring out the best burden sharing among nations, again, in terms of offered 

and/or developable capabilities. Of course, this is going to take some time and brains, but 

achievable benefits can really worth such an effort. 
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